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If you are using the flipped classroom or are looking for ways to enrich your teaching, this book is tailored from our experiences to make it easy to engage students in active learning—both face-to-face and online.

Welcome to Exploring Management, Sixth Edition. You’ll quickly see that it is a bit different from traditional textbooks, we hope in a positive way. It has all the content you expect, but . . .

- The writing voice is “personal”—students are made part of the conversation and asked to interact with the subject matter while reading.
- The presentation is “chunked”—short content sections that fit how students read are followed by study guides that check their learning and prompt career thinking.
- The content is “live”—pages are full of timely examples, news items, situations, and reflection questions that make management real and launch meaningful discussions.

Exploring Management is a reflection of how much we have learned from our students about what they value, where they hope to go, and how they like to study and learn. It’s also a reflection of our desire to bring the real world into the management class, engage students in interesting discussions of important topics, and offer a variety of assignments and projects that promote critical thinking. And if you are using the flipped classroom or looking for ways to enrich your teaching, this book is tailored from experiences to make it easy to engage students in active learning—both face-to-face or online.

Instructors have had a lot of success using Exploring Management to bring high student engagement to their classes. Chances are that you will, too. Take a moment to review the book’s design and built-in pedagogy. Browse some pages to check the writing style, visual presentation, reflection features, and study guides.

Does Exploring Management offer what you are looking for to build a great management course? Could it help engage your students to the point where they actually read and think about topics before coming to class?

As management educators we bear a lot of responsibility for helping students learn how to better manage their lives and careers, and help organizations make real contributions to society. Exploring Management, Sixth Edition, is our attempt to make it easier for you to fulfill this responsibility in your own way, with lots of instructional options, and backed by solid text content. Thanks for considering it.

Sincerely,
John Schermerhorn
Dan Bachrach
What Makes Exploring Management Different?

Students tell us over and over again that they learn best when their courses and assignments fit the context of their everyday lives, career aspirations, and personal experiences. We have written Exploring Management, Sixth Edition, to meet and engage students in their personal spaces. It uses lots of examples, applications, visual highlights, and learning aids to convey the essentials of management. It also asks students thought-provoking questions as they read. Our hope is that this special approach and pedagogy will help management educators find unique and innovative ways to enrich the learning experiences of their students.

Exploring Management Offers a Flexible, Topic-Specific Presentation.

The first thing you'll notice is that Exploring Management presents “chunks” of material to be read and digested in short time periods. This is a direct response to classroom experiences where our students increasingly find typical book chapters cumbersome to handle.

Students never read more than a few pages in Exploring Management before hitting a “Study Guide” that allows them to bring closure to what they have just read. This chunked pedagogy motivates students to read and study assigned material before attending class. And, it helps them perform better on tests and assignments.

Topics are easily assignable and sized for a class session. Although presented in the traditional planning, organizing, leading, and controlling framework, chapters can be used in any order based on instructor preferences. Many options are available for courses of different types, lengths, and meeting schedules, including online and distance-learning formats. It all depends on what fits best with course objectives, learning approaches, and instructional preferences.


Every chapter opens with a catchy subtitle and clear visual presentation that quickly draws students into the topic. The opening Management Live vignette hits a timely topic relevant to chapter material. Key learning objectives are listed in Your Chapter Takeaways, while What's Inside highlights four interesting and useful chapter features—Choices, Ethics Check, Facts to Consider, Hot Topic, and Quick Case.

Each chapter section begins with a visual overview that poses a Takeaway Question followed by a list of Answers to Come. These answers become the subheadings that organize section content. The section ends with a Study Guide. This one-page checkpoint asks students to pause and check learning before moving on to the next section. The Study Guide elements include:

- **Rapid Review**—bullet-list summary of concepts and points
- **Questions for Discussion**—questions to stimulate inquiry and prompt class discussions
- **Be Sure You Can**—checkpoint of major learning outcomes for mastery
- **Career Situation: What Would You Do?**—asks students to apply section topics to a problem-solving situation
- **Terms to Define**—glossary quiz for vocabulary development

Exploring Management Makes Active Learning and “Flipping” the Classroom Easy.

Active engagement and flipped classrooms shift the focus from instructors lecturing and students listening, to instructors guiding and students engaging. The first step is getting students to read and study assigned materials before class. When they come to class prepared, the instructor has many more options for engagement. The chunked presentations and frequent Study Guides in Exploring Management, along with its video-enhanced flipped classroom learning package, help greatly in this regard.

Dan Bachrach has prepared an extensive **Active Classroom Guide** that includes authors’ videos that students can view before class to highlight core content for each section of every chapter. It also provides easy-to-use lesson plans for engaging students in active discussions and interesting assignments based on chapter features. Our goal with Dan’s **Active Classroom Guide**—packaged with the pedagogy of Exploring Management and WileyPLUS—is to give instructors a ready-to-go pathway to implement an active, engaged, and flipped classroom.

Success in flipping the classroom requires a good short quiz and testing program to ensure student learning. Dan has nicely integrated Exploring Management with the advanced WileyPLUS Learning Space online environment to make this easy. Success in flipping the classroom also requires a solid inventory of discussion activities, projects, and quick-hitting experiences that turn class and online time into engaged learning time.

Dan has also prepared instructor’s guides for each feature in every chapter of Exploring Management so that they can be
easily used for flipped classroom activities and discussions, and for individual and team assignments. Imagine the possibilities for student engagement when using features like these:

- **Choices**—offers timely work scenarios for analysis and asks students to think critically while answering the question *What’s Your Take?*
  
  Examples include “Want Vacation? Take as Much as You Need,” “Want to Win? Know your Analytics,” “Employers Differ on Hiring and Retention Strategies,” “To Pay or Not to Pay More than the Minimum Wage.”

- **Ethics Check**—poses an ethical dilemma and challenges students with *Your Decision?*
  
  Examples include “Social Media Checks May Cause Discrimination in Hiring,” “My Team Leader is a Workaholic,” “Life and Death at an Outsourcing Factory,” and “Social Loafing May Be Closer Than You Think.”

- **Facts to Consider**—summarizes survey data to stimulate critical inquiry and asks students *What’s Your Take?*
  
  Examples include “The “Ask Gap”—What It Takes for Women to Get Raises,” “Policies on Office Romances Vary Widely,” “Disposable Workers are Indispensable to Business Profits,” and “Ups and Downs for Minority Entrepreneurs.”

- **Hot Topics**—presents timely, even controversial, issues framed for debate and discussion, and asks students *How About It?*
  
  Examples include “The $50,000 Retail Worker,” “Keep Your Career Plan Tight and Focused, or Loosen Up?” “Rewarding Mediocrity Begins at an Early Age” and, “Can Disharmony Build a Better Team?”

- **Quick Case**—gives students a short, real-life, scenario that puts them in a challenging work situation and asks *What Do You Do?*
  
  Examples include “New Dads Say it’s Time for Paternity Leave,” “Removing the Headphones to Show Team Spirit,” “16 Hours to J-Burg,” and “It’s Time to Ask for a Raise.”

### Exploring Management Helps Students Earn Good Grades and Build Useful Career Skills.

*Exploring Management* is written and designed to help students prepare for quizzes and tests, and build essential career and life skills. In addition to chunked reading and Study Guides, the end-of-chapter Test Prep asks students to answer multiple-choice, short response, and integration and application questions as a starting point for testing success. They are next directed to Steps to Career Learning guide to take advantage of active learning and personal development activities in the end-of-book *Skill-Building Portfolio*. It offers Self-Assessments, Class Exercises, and Team Projects carefully chosen to match chapter content with skills development opportunities. A further selection of *Cases for Critical Thinking* engages students in analysis of timely situations and events involving real people and organizations.

### WileyPLUS

WileyPLUS is an innovative, research-based, online environment for effective teaching and learning. It’s a place where students can learn and prepare for class while identifying their strengths and nurture core skills. WileyPLUS transforms course content into an online learning community whose members experience learning activities, work through self-assessment, ask questions and share insights. As they interact with the course content, peers and their instructor, WileyPLUS creates a personalized study guide for each student.

When students collaborate with each other, they make deeper connections to the content. When students work together, they also feel part of a community so that they can grow in areas beyond topics in the course. Students using WileyPLUS become invested in their learning experience while using time efficiently and developing skills like critical thinking and teamwork.

**WileyPLUS** is class tested and ready-to-go for instructors. It offers a flexible platform for quickly organizing learning activities, managing student collaboration, and customizing courses—including choice of content as well as the amount of interactivity between students. An instructor using *WileyPLUS* is able to easily:

- Assign activities and add special materials
- Guide students through what’s important by easily assigning specific content
- Set up and monitor group learning
- Assess student engagement
- Gain immediate insights to help inform teaching

Special visual reports in WileyPLUS help identify problem areas in student learning and focus instructor attention and resources on what’s most important. With the visual reports, an
Student and Instructor Resources

Exploring Management is rich in special materials that support instructional excellence and student learning. Our colleagues at John Wiley & Sons have worked hard to design supporting materials that support our learning and engagement.

- **Companion Web Site** The Companion Web site for Exploring Management at www.wiley.com/college/schermerhorn contains myriad tools and links to aid both teaching and learning, including nearly all the resources described in this section.


- **Test Bank** The Test Bank consists of nearly 80 true/false, multiple-choice, and short-answer questions per chapter. It was specifically designed so that the questions vary in degree of difficulty, from straightforward recall to challenging, to offer instructors the most flexibility when designing their exams. The Computerized Test Bank includes a test-generating program that allows instructors to customize their exams.

- **PowerPoint Slides** A set of interactive PowerPoint slides includes lecture notes and talking points. An Image Gallery, containing .jpg files for all of the figures in the text, is also provided for instructor convenience.

- **Management Weekly Updates** These timely updates keep you and your students updated and informed on the very latest in business news stories. Each week you will find links to five new articles, video clips, business news stories, and so much more with discussion questions to elaborate on the stories in the classroom. http://wileymanagementupdates.com

- **Darden Business Cases** Through the Wiley Custom Select Web site, you can choose from thousands of cases from Darden Business Publishing to create a book with any combination of cases, Wiley textbook chapters, and original material. Ask your local Wiley Account Manager for more information.
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Matrix Structures Combine the Functional and Divisional Structures.
Team Structures Make Extensive Use of Permanent and Temporary Teams.
Network Structures Make Extensive Use of Strategic Alliances and Outsourcing.
8.3 What Are the Trends in Organizational Design?
Organizations Are Becoming Flatter and Using Fewer Levels of Management.
Organizations Are Increasing Decentralization.
Organizations Are Increasing Delegation and Empowerment.
Organizations Are Becoming More Horizontal and Adaptive.
9 Organizational Cultures, Innovation, and Change 157
9.1 What Is the Nature of Organizational Culture?
Organizational Culture Is the Personality of the Organization.
Organizational Culture Shapes Behavior and Influences Performance.
Not All Organizational Cultures Are Alike.
The Observable Culture Is What You See and Hear As an Employee or Customer.
The Core Culture Is Found in the Underlying Values of the Organization.
Value-Based Management Supports a Strong Organizational Culture.
9.2 How Do Organizations Support and Achieve Innovation?
Organizations Pursue Process, Product, and Business Model Innovations.
Green Innovations Advance the Goals of Sustainability.
Social Innovations Seek Solutions to Important Societal Problems.
Commercializing Innovation Turns New Ideas into Salable Products.
Disruptive Innovation Uses New Technologies to Displace Existing Practices.
Innovative Organizations Share Many Common Characteristics.
9.3 How Do Managers Lead the Processes of Organizational Change?
Organizations and Teams Need Change Leaders.
Organizational Change Can Be Transformational or Incremental.
Three Phases of Planned Change Are Unfreezing, Changing, and Refreezing.
Times of Complexity Require Improvising in the Change Process.
Change Leaders Identify and Deal Positively with Resistance to Change.
10 Human Resource Management 177
10.1 What Are the Purpose and Legal Context of Human Resource Management?
Human Resource Management Attracts, Develops, and Maintains a Talented Workforce.
Strategic Human Resource Management Aligns Human Capital with Organizational Strategies.
Laws Protect Against Employment Discrimination.
10.2 What Are the Essentials of Human Resource Management?
Psychological Contracts Set the Exchange of Value Between Individuals and Organizations.
Recruitment Attracts Qualified Job Applicants. 184
Selection Makes Decisions to Hire Qualified Job Applicants. 185
Onboarding Introduces New Hires to the Organization. 186
Training Develops Employee Skills and Capabilities. 186
Performance Reviews Assess Work Accomplishments. 187
Career Development Provides for Retention and Career Paths. 188

10.3 What Are Current Issues in Human Resource Management? 190
Demands Are Increasing for Job Flexibility and Work–Life Balance. 190
More People Are Working as Independent Contractors and Contingency Workers. 190
Compensation Plans Influence Recruitment and Retention. 191
Fringe Benefits Are an Important Part of Compensation. 192
Labor Relations and Collective Bargaining Are Closely Governed by Law. 193

11 Leadership 198

11.1 What Are the Foundations of Effective Leadership? 199
Leadership is One of The Four Functions of Management. 199
Leaders Use Power to Achieve Influence. 200
Leaders Bring Vision to Teams and Organizations 201
Leaders Display Different Traits in the Quest for Effectiveness. 202
Leaders Display Different Styles in the Quest for Effectiveness. 202

11.2 What Can We Learn from the Contingency Leadership Theories? 205
Fiedler’s Contingency Model Matches Leadership Styles with Situational Differences. 205
The Hersey-Blanchard Situational Model Matches Leadership Styles with the Maturity of Followers. 206
House’s Path-Goal Theory Matches Leadership Styles with Task and Follower Characteristics. 207
Leader–Member Exchange Theory Describes How Leaders Treat In-Group and Out-Group Followers. 208
The Vroom-Jago Model Describes How Leaders Use Alternative Decision-Making Methods. 208

11.3 What Are Current Issues and Directions in Leadership Development? 211
Transformational Leadership Inspires Enthusiasm and Great Performance. 211
Emotionally Intelligent Leadership Handles Emotions and Relationships Well. 212
Interactive Leadership Emphasizes Communication, Listening, and Participation. 213
Moral Leadership Builds Trust Through Personal Integrity. 214
Servant Leadership Is Follower Centered and Empowering. 215

12 Individual Behavior 219

12.1 How Do Perceptions Influence Individual Behavior? 220
Perception Filters Information Received From Our Environment. 220
Perceptual Distortions Can Hide Individual Differences. 220
Perception Can Cause Attribution Errors. 221
Impression Management Influences How Others Perceive Us. 222

12.2 How Do Personalities Influence Individual Behavior? 225
The Big Five Personality Traits Describe Important Individual Differences. 225
The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator Is a Popular Approach to Personality Assessment. 226
Personalities Vary on Personal Conception Traits. 226
People with Type A Personalities Tend to Stress Themselves. 227
Stress Has Consequences for Performance and Health. 228

12.3 How Do Attitudes, Emotions, and Moods Influence Individual Behavior? 230
Attitudes Predispose People to Act in Certain Ways. 230
Job Satisfaction Is a Positive Attitude Toward One’s Job and Work Experiences. 231
Job Satisfaction Influences Work Behaviors. 231
Job Satisfaction Has a Complex Relationship with Job Performance. 232
Emotions and Moods Are States of Mind that Influence Behavior. 232

13 Motivation 237

13.1 How Do Human Needs Influence Motivation to Work? 238
Maslow Describes a Hierarchy of Needs Topped by Self-Actualization. 238
Alderfer’s ERG Theory Discusses Existence, Relatedness, and Growth Needs. 239
McClelland Identifies Acquired Needs for Achievement, Power, and Affiliation. 240
Herzberg’s Two-Factor Theory Focuses on Higher-Order Need Satisfaction. 241
The Core Characteristics Model Integrates Motivation and Job Design. 242

13.2 How Do Thoughts and Decisions Affect Motivation to Work? 245
Equity Theory Explains How Social Comparisons Motivate Individual Behavior. 245
Expectancy Theory Focuses on the Decision to Work Hard, or Not. 246
Goal-Setting Theory Shows that the Right Goals can be Motivating. 248
## 14 Teams and Teamwork 258

### 14.1 Why Is It Important to Understand Teams and Teamwork? 259
- Teams Offer Synergy and Other Benefits. 259
- Teams Can Suffer from Performance Problems. 260
- Organizations Are Networks of Formal Teams and Informal Groups. 260
- Organizations Use Committees, Task Forces, and Cross-Functional Teams. 261
- Virtual Teams Use Technology to Bridge Distances. 262
- Self-Managing Teams Are a Form of Job Enrichment for Groups. 263

### 14.2 What Are the Building Blocks of Successful Teamwork? 265
- Teams Need the Right Members to Be Effective. 266
- Teams Need the Right Setting and Size to be Effective. 267
- Teams Need the Right Processes to be Effective. 267
- Teams Move Through Different Stages of Development. 268
- Team Performance Is Influenced By Norms. 270
- Team Performance Is Influenced by Cohesiveness. 270
- Team Performance Is Influenced by Task and Maintenance Activities. 271
- Team Performance Is Influenced by Communication Networks. 272

### 14.3 How Can Managers Create and Lead High-Performance Teams? 275
- Team Building Can Improve Teamwork and Performance. 275
- Teams Benefit When They Use the Right Decision Methods. 275
- Teams Suffer When Groupthink Leads to Bad Decisions. 276
- Teams Benefit When Conflicts Are Well Managed. 277

## 15 Communication 282

### 15.1 What Is Communication, and When Is It Effective? 283
- Communication Helps to Build Social Capital. 283
- Communication Is a Process of Sending and Receiving Messages With Meanings Attached. 283

## 16 Diversity and Global Cultures 301

### 16.1 What Should We Know About Diversity in the Workplace? 302
- Inclusion Drives the Business Case for Diversity. 302
- Multicultural Organizations Value and Support Diversity. 303
- Diversity Bias Exists in Many Situations. 303
- Organizational Subcultures Create Diversity Challenges. 305
- Managing Diversity Is a Leadership Priority. 306

### 16.2 What Should We Know About Diversity Among Global Cultures? 308
- Culture Shock Is Discomfort in Cross-Cultural Situations. 308
- Cultural Intelligence Is an Ability to Adapt to Different Cultures. 308
- The “Silent” Languages of Cultures Include Context, Time, and Space. 309
- Cultural Tightness and Looseness Varies Around the World. 311
- Hofstede’s Model Identifies Value Differences Among National Cultures. 311
- Intercultural Competencies Are Essential Career Skills. 313
17 Globalization and International Business 318

17.1 How Does Globalization Affect International Business? 319
- Globalization Increases Interdependence of the World’s Economies. 320
- Globalization Creates International Business Opportunities. 321
- Global Sourcing Is a Common International Business Activity. 321
- Export/Import, Licensing, and Franchising Are Market Entry Forms of International Business. 322
- Joint Ventures and Wholly Owned Subsidiaries Are Direct Investment Forms of International Business. 323
- International Business Is Complicated by Different Legal and Political Systems. 323
- International Businesses Deal with Regional Economic Alliances. 324

17.2 What Are Global Corporations, and How Do They Work? 327
- Global Corporations Have Extensive Operations in Many Countries. 327
- The Actions of Global Corporations Can Be Controversial. 327
- Managers of Global Corporations Face Ethics Challenges. 328
- Planning and Controlling Are Complicated in Global Corporations. 330
- Organizing Can Be Difficult in Global Corporations. 330
- Leading Is Challenging in Global Corporations. 331

18 Entrepreneurship and Small Business 335

18.1 What Is Entrepreneurship, and Who Are Entrepreneurs? 336
- Entrepreneurs Are Risk Takers Who Spot and Pursue Opportunities. 336
- Entrepreneurs Often Share Similar Characteristics and Backgrounds. 338
- Women and Minority Entrepreneurs Are Growing in Numbers. 339
- Social Entrepreneurs Seek Novel Solutions to Pressing Social Problems. 340

18.2 What Should We Know About Small Businesses and How To Start One? 343
- Small Businesses Are Mainstays of the Economy. 343
- Small Businesses Must Master Three Life-Cycle Stages. 343
- Family-Owned Businesses Face Unique Challenges. 344
- Many Small Businesses Fail Within 5 Years. 345
- Assistance Is Available to Help Small Businesses to Get Started. 346
- A Small Business Should Start With a Sound Business Plan. 346
- There Are Different Forms of Small Business Ownership. 347
- There Are Different Ways of Financing a Small Business. 348
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